cormons and gentiles
ideals of mormons
in utah and other states
VIRGIL B SMITH

it has been reported by bishop pike 1967 that the percentage of US population affiliated with a church has
changed recently from an increasing trend to a decreasing
trend he claimed that during this same period there has been
an increase in the sale of books about religious topics 1 one
possible interpretation of these two findings is that there may
be differences in the values which are held by church members
and others
how may such values be measured one way is that used
by christie and merton 1958 to measure the values of medical students 2 using a similar technique 1I attempted to measure
some values of college students by having them anonymously
mark semantic differential scales osgood 1957 to describe
what the phrase ideal people meant to them 3 the adjectives
used at opposite ends of the seven step scales were carelessac
democratic negativepositive
restrictivedemocratic
foolish wise restrictive
negative positive
curate foolishwise
unselfish changeablestable
changeable stable dis
selfishunselfish
boring
boringinteresting
interesting selfish
inefficient efficient unfairfair
unfair fair illogicallog
honest honest inefficientefficient
honesthonest
worthless valuable these scales were marked first
ical and worthlessvaluable
by 254 students at a public utah college 76 percent of whom
mormons
were cormons
Mor mons because the church of jesus christ of latter
day saints has not decreased in size but has continued a steady
growth it was assumed that the mormon sample s average
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scores on the scales would represent values of people relatively
satisfied with their church membership and that the non mor
mon scores would represent values of people who were not
so satisfied
in this exploratory study it was found that the average mark
of the mormon students was closer to the idealistic end of all
of these scales compared to the average mark of the other students see figure 1 the mean scores of both groups were on
the more ideal half of the scales but the mormon scores incormons placed the higher value on being acdicated the mormons
curate wise democratic positive unselfish stable honest effici ent fair and logical and that ideal people were more inficient
and valuable on 11 of these 12 scales this difference
te
teresting
was statistically significant because it was too large to attribute
to chance the scale showing an insignificant amount of difference was the changeable
stable scale are these differenchangeablestable
ces to be found with gentiles in other states too
to check on this the scales were given to gentiles in three
other states and the utah mormon sample was compared with
these other non mormon samples of about 200 students each
in public colleges of washington louisiana and ohio in all
three of these comparisons the results contradicted the findings within utah for example the average responses of washington and louisiana gentiles were essentially the same as
cormons
Mor mons and in contrast to the 11 significant differutah mormons
cormons and the utah gentiles only
ences found between the mormons
three significant differences were found between ohio gencormons
tiles and utah mormons
Mor mons 1I interpreted these three later compari sons to mean that the differences between the two utah
parisons
responses could not be explained on the basis of mormon af-

filiation alone
could explain them then one possible explanation
is implicit in an assertion by marden and meyer 1962 that
dominant group members share a common value system different from the minority group which they dominate 4 to investi gate the dominant minority difference further the scales
vestigate
were given to about 70 negro public college students in louisiana when their average responses were compared with those
of the louisiana white students five significant differences
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were found when the average negro responses were comcormons
those of the utah mormons
Mor mons the mormon scores
pared with thoseof
were also found to be significantly different on five scales
this was almost identical with the louisiana white differences
on four of these scales the mormon sample differed significantly from both the negro sample and utah gentile sample
honest fair positive efficient and on these same four scales
the mormon responses were the same as those of the other two
non catholic dominant groups on three of these scales the
mormons
Mormons to
catholic dominant group was the same as the cormons
this extent the dominant group members did share values the
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two minority groups shared three values on which they were
significantly different from all the dominant groups
unselfish
fair and logical
although such evidence lends support to a dominant min
ority explanation of differences other evidence does not for
arity
example on five scales the mormon scores were similar to all
the non utah scores including the negro scores in other
words only the utah gentiles responded differently in these
cases it would seem that the five groups who share these values have a better chance for successful communication and
mutual acceptance than do the two utah groups
without more information it is not clear why there are
so many differences between the utah samples perhaps the
differences in the values studied here combined with other
values not studied here on caffeine tobacco alcohol etc
are magnified and multiplied by closer contact between these
two groups

